
Declaration
of the rights

of man

Boukman
Rebellion, a

massive
slave revolt

 1792

Toussaint
Louverture

emerged as
a leader

Toussaint
Louverture and

other rebels defeat
white planter army;

supported by
revolutionary

representative;
many rebelling

slaves free

Enslaved
Haitians
meet at
night

White
French
brutality
toward
Afro-

Hatiain
slaves

Haitian
Social

Groups

Enslaved people of African
descent, by far the largest

group: 500,000
White plantation
owners, French

descent, very few
but very rich

Free people of
color, mixed
African and

French descent,
range from poor

to wealthy,
including  some
slave owners

petitblancs,
lower class

whites,few and not
powerful, resented
all other groups,

Haitain sans-
culottes

Fearful
plantation
owners

flee Haiti
during
French

Revolution

French
Assembly

enfranchises
free men of
color, both

those of
African and

mixed ancestry
White

dominated
Haitian

assembly
does not
recognize
rights of
men of
color

10,000 whites
flee Haiti after
military defeat
at the hands of
Louverture's

army

Vodou
ceremonies

British
troops in

Haiti,
hoping to
conquer it

Spain aids
rebelling
Haitian
slaves

Louverture
military

governor of
western Haiti

racial
violence

Louverture
becomes
French
official

Spanish
forces

threaten
Hiait

Radical
French

government
abolishes
slavery

After years
of warfare,
Louverture
and allies

lead armies
to victories

over the
whole island

of Santo
Domingo

Louverture
ally defeats
army of led

by free
people of

color

British and
Spanish
forces

expelled

Toussaint
Louverture rules all

of Santo Domingo as
a military rule, 1801-

1802; slavered
abolished

throughout the
island

40,000
white

Haitians,
total

Napoloeon
Bonaparte

seizes power
in France,

1799

Napoleon
dispatches

French Army
led by

Declerc to
Haiti to

reinstate
slavery

French
deceive

Louverture,
imprison, and
take him to

France

Louvertures
forces and

yellow fever
inflict

massive
casualties on

French
forces

Toussaint
Louverture

dies in
French
prison

Former Slave
Jean Jacques
Dessaline and

free man of color
Alexandre Petion

unite to lead
Haitian

revolutionaries
to victories over
French troops

French forces
abandon Haiti,

Dessalines
declares Haitian
independence

on 1/1/1804

Dessalines
declares
himself

Emperor of
Haiti, rules
1804-1806

Napoleon
abandons

idea of
empire in

the
Americas
and sell

Louisiana
to the USA

Wealthiest
Colony in the

Western
Hemisphere:

sugar and coffee
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